Abstract A statistical theory of propagation of low-frequency sound through stochastic intemat wave (~field is suggested. This theory is based soIely on weakness of sound scattering over distances of the order of correlation radius of the lW field, Estimates show, that corresponding smalI parameter is of the order of a few percent for sound frequencies up to 50-100 Hz. The governing equations include both average field and cross-correlators of the amplitudes of acoustic modes and are generally 3-D. Those equations are finite-difference rather then differential. This allows one to avoid restricting assumptions which can be easily violated in practical situations. In the appropriate limit those equations reduce to the standard "couple power equations" by Dozier and Tappert. Decrement of attenuation of average mode amplitudes is linearly related to the spatial spectrum of fW. Thus, by measuring propagation of the tonal low-power sound signats over distances of a few hundred kilometers with the help of mode-resolving line verticaf arrays it is possible to infer in dettil spatial spectrum of different IW modes.
Introduction
Internal waves represent important feature of the ocean dynamics. An accurate measurements of 3-D spectra of W by contact measurements require prohibitively large number of sensors and are very expensive. On the other hand, scattering by~represents major source of distortions caused by lhe ocean medium to sound propagation over long distances in the deep ocean. Sufficiently strong interaction of sound with IW and intrinsic averaging property of the process of sound propagation makes acoustical means very attractive for the purposes of N spectra assessment. An analytical description of the process of sound propagation through random~is desirable for comprehensive solution of this inverse acoustic problem, i.e. estimation of 3-D~spectra by acoustic measurements.
Significant progress in the description of this process was achieved by using ray-type representation of the acoustic field (1). For low-frequency sound a mode representation seems to be more convenient, and a theory based on mode description was put forward by L. Dozier and F. Tappert in (2), (3) . Their theory invoked some simplifying assumptions; in particular, it neglected average acoustic field and cross-correlators of the amplitudes of acoustic modes. As a result a closed set of governing equations with respect to intensities of acoustic modes ("couple power equations") has been obtained. However, ray-like arrivals of the acoustic signals observed experimentally and theoretically even for a mega-meter propagation (4)-(6) suggest that mode cross-correlation effects can be in fact preserved up to very long distances. A comprehensive theory of sound propagation through stochastic N field does not exist at present, and the most accurate estimates are based so far on the Monte-Carlo simulations (5), (6) . In this work an attempt is made to obtain equations for the first and the second moments of the acoustic field which avoids some restrictive assumptions made in (2),(3) and which can be used for adequate treatment of the process of propagation of low-frequency acoustic signals through stochastic~field.
Governing equations
When sound scattering within a vertical slab of a medium between point x and X+AY in the direction of sound propagation is weak, one can calculate increments of the sound field due to scattering at the point x+& 
Here k is a transversal wave-number, and~nm and~n~ml ) are scattering matrices depending on IW spectra. Those equations differ from the equations obtained previously (2), (3) After appropriate assumptions are introduced the equations above reduce to the "couple power equations" obtained in (2) , (3) . Mention, that those equations conserve energy flux in the aggregate of the average and incoherent component of the acoustic field.
The finite-diffe~ence equations can be as easily solved as differential ones. The average field, tin and thus the interaction matrix,~n ,ncan be measured experimentally. It is important that the explicit expression for scattering matrix S",n linearly depends on N spatial spectra. This allows one to estimate N spectra by solving the appropriate set of linear equations.
